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Tony 

VP, Creative Director  
& Senior Strategist
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Director of Marketing



> Founded in 1889 
> Located in Cullowhee, NC; nestled in the Smoky Mountains 
> Just over 10,000 students 
> Regional comprehensive institution 
> Recognized for health care, teaching, engineering, marching band 
> Top outdoor adventure college

About Western Carolina University



About VisionPoint
> Established in March 2001 & located in Raleigh, NC with team of 18 
> Specialize in marketing consultation and execution in higher ed 
> Serve: Large & Small; Public & Private; Grad, Post-Grad, Undergrad, CC 
> U Maryland, NC State, UVA, Johns Hopkins, Boston College, Virginia Tech, etc. 
> Focus on what’s right for our clients (no ‘one size fits all’ approach) 
> Speak nationally & regionally on HE marketing at CASE, AMA, eduWeb, etc.



Today’s topic



How to 
“brand” 

aka



Do you have to “polish”/ 
finish your (re)brand before 
you launch it to the world  

OR  
can you use a more iterative 

approach to release your 
brand over time?



And, while we’re on the subject…



If you DO use a more 
iterative approach to build 
your college or university 
brand over an extended 

period of time, just how do 
you do that while ensuring 

quality & success?
(AMA wouldn’t let us make this the title)



Brand at the center of the 
marketing universe





Typically a linear process: 
“Brand” first; “market” next.









Brand Story
Brand Pillars

Color Palette
Logo Redesign

Target Audience Personas

Typography
Guidelines Documentation

Stakeholder Interviews

Content Strategy
Brand Voice

Leadership Approval
Formal Launch
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Time & 
Resources

Higher Eds 
work like 

academics

Not a lot of  
room for error

Some challenges with this approach
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Learning from other disciplines



Agile software development is a 
group of software development 
methods in which requirements 
and solutions evolve through 
collaboration between cross-
functional teams.





  A GREAT 
BRAND IS A 
GREAT 
STORY.

©2008 Paul Isakson



“ Whenever you leave 
behind failure, you’re 

doing good.  

If you think everything 
you’ve done is great,  

you’re probably dumb. 

“ 
~ Louis C.K.



RESEARCH TASKS

COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS

TECHNOLOGY 
AUDIT

USER  
TESTING

STAKEHOLDER 
INTERVIEWS

CURRENT STATE 
ANALYSIS

CONTENT 
AUDIT

RESEARCH OUTCOMES

FUNCTIONAL 
REQUIREMENTSSTRATEGIESGOALS

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

SITEMAP SCHEMATICS
CONTENT 
STRATEGY

DELIVERABLES



Robin’s story



you’re     hired!
Congrats, Robin,

(and by the way, we have nothing)
Now go market the heck out of us!



Hi, I’m Robin, the new 
Director of Marketing.  

What should I do?

Tell our story!

Tell our story!

Tell our  
STORY!!!

story.

Tell

our



Great! So, what’s  
the WCU story?

Hmmmm

Beautiful  
campus

Devotion  
to student 

success

Ummm, well …

Great faculty

Committed 
alumni
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1. Figure out  
the story

2. Fix the website



Defining “Brand”









Compassionate

Liberal ArtsInvolved Home

Teaching

Caring

Hard Working

Disciplined

Student-Focused

Community

Principled

Empowering

Foundation

Inclusive

Transformative

Sincere

Grounded
Dedicated

Connected

Leadership

Honorable

Pride

Over-Achieving

Committed

Traditional

Integrity

Dependable

Community
Remote

Nurturing
Regional

Rural

Diverse

Service

Belong
Trustworthy

Real

Resourceful

Well-Rounded

Engaged
Impactful

Regional

Challenging

Inquisitive

Hands-On

Secure

Dry

Familial

Selective

SafeFriendly

SupportiveSupportive
Formative

Inspiring Achieving

Transitional
ValuableEnvironment

Opportunity
Generous

Relational



ROOTED



ROOTED
Western Carolina University is deeply connected to the 

Southern NC mountain region both in mission and in character. 
We recognize our calling to serve a population that is largely set 
apart from the rest of the state. Our geography shelters us, and 
that shelter provides a security that allows us to explore without 

fear. We deeply appreciate the mountains as a source of 
recreation and resources, and we incorporate both into our life 
and our learning. We use our roots not as a reason to remain 
the same but as a strong foundation from which to grow and 

evolve. 



PURPOSEFUL



PURPOSEFUL
At Western Carolina, we are constantly aware that the education 
we provide is full of purpose. It is about preparing our students to 
serve needs, solve problems and drive impactful change in our 
region and beyond. We strive to offer professional degrees for 
careers that are in demand, and we teach with an emphasis on 

how learning can and should be put to use beyond the classroom. 
We believe in the importance of faculty with real world experience 

in their field. All this matters greatly to our students and their 
success as well as to our state.  



LIMITLESS



LIMITLESS
As a University, and as a people, we choose not to see the 
horizon but to look beyond it. We believe that opportunity is 
open to anyone who reaches for it, and we are inspired by 
those who work the hardest to achieve it. We cheer for the 
underdog. We are not reckless in our ambitions, but we are 
also not afraid to take risks, because we recognize that risk 

is necessary for innovation. We are ready and willing to 
change because change is the nature of growth, and we are 

determined to grow.  



“But, what are we going to do with this?”



Good question



I’m SUPPOSED to be doing THIS, but…



Lack of resources, 
time & support
Too darned busy with 

the web project

A couple of things . . .





RFP: Finding a partner in the process



7 opportunities to use a 
website redesign process 

to build your brand

approx



1Steering Committee



A committee CAN be a  VERY good thing. 
They’re actually ESSENTIAL to success & adoption.
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Brand Opportunity 1:  
Build your posse.



MEMBERSHIP IS EVERYTHING



KEEP IT SMALL



2Listening Tour



“When you talk, you are only repeating what you already know; 
but when you listen, you may learn something new.”  

~ Dalai Lama



Brand Opportunity 2:  
Campus Input



Executive Council 

Chancellor’s Leadership Council 

Website Steering Committee 

College of Business 

College of Health & Human Sciences 

College of Fine and Performing Arts 

Vice Chancellors of Student Affairs 

Admissions Counselors and Student Success Staff 

Students

Interview Participants



Tell us about 
 your target 
audience.

What do you 
stand for? What do you 

want them to 
think & know  
about you?

What do you  
want the website 

to do?
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Brand Opportunity 3:  
Student/Prospective Student Input



Decision-making 
leverage

Learned more 
about brand 

from students 
than from other 

stakeholders



3Strategy Presentation





Brand Opportunity 4:  
The Competition









“ 
People don't buy WHAT you do 

they buy WHY you do it. 
”

~Simon Sinek
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“What’s our story?”

“What’s our story, and how are we 
different from Competitor X?”

“What’s our story, and WHY should  
our target audiences CARE?”



Brand Opportunity 5:  
Define BUSINESS Goals  

(not just website goals)



Business Goals (as they relate to the website)
1. Communicate a clear, compelling brand promise that increases 

awareness and enhances the reputation of Western Carolina’s 
identity and offerings. 

2. Attract and retain highly qualified prospective students who 
understand and appreciate Western’s unique brand promise. 

3. Inspire philanthropic investment in student scholarship in 
support of the upcoming comprehensive campaign. 

4. Nurture better alumni engagement and donor relationships with 
alumni and friends alike. 

5. Attract and retain highly qualified and desirable employees.



4Information Architecture



Information Architecture - The foundation of a website

> The categorization of information that allows visitor to find what 
they’re looking for quickly & easily 

> Determines the hierarchy of website content 
> Provides a framework for content development & publishing 
> Informs navigation, design, technology, SEO strategy, etc.

> IA is the centerpiece of website design & development yet it is the 
most commonly overlooked part of the process (which is why so many 
sites fail)





Brand Opportunity 6: 
Leverage the IA process.



Round 1 IA Presentation



About Admissions & Aid Academics Student Life Athletics Support WCU

Proposed Round 1 Global Navigation

DISCOVER 
About Western 

Carolina

APPLY 
Admissions & 
Financial Aid

LEARN 
Academic Programs 

& Support

EXPERIENCE 
Student Life 
& Services

COMPETE 
Athletics at WCU

ENGAGE 
About Western 

Carolina

Where we ended up…
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5Visual Design



Brand Opportunity 7: 
Visual Design: Bring the brand to life.















Where we are today









Beyond the website



DARE TO 
MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE

SOCIAL WORK
! SOCIALWORK.WCU.EDU



The moral / Key Takeaways



Key Takeaways / Opportunities
1. Build your posse 

2. Get campus input 

3. Get students involved 

4. Use the competition to provide context 

5. Use business goals to guide the process 

6. Leverage the IA process 

7. Bring the brand to life with Visual Design
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Thank you!Tony 
@ahatony    //    @vispoint

Robin 
@RobinCOliver    //    @WCU


